VOTING VALIDATION STUDY, 1964

1. R'S REGISTRATION ON NOVEMBER 3, 1964
   1. REGISTERED  2. ELIGIBLE TO VOTE BUT  5. NOT REGISTERED
   NO FORMAL REGISTRATION  NOT ELIGIBLE TO VOTE

1A. R VOTED ON NOVEMBER 3, 1964
   1. YES  3. INFORMATION NOT AVAILABLE  5. NO  0. NOT REGISTERED OR ELIGIBLE
   REMARKS. .................................................................
   .................................................................

2. R'S REGISTRATION ON NOVEMBER 6, 1962
   1. REGISTERED  2. ELIGIBLE TO VOTE BUT  5. NOT REGISTERED
   NO FORMAL REGISTRATION  NOT ELIGIBLE TO VOTE

2A. R VOTED ON NOVEMBER 6, 1962
   1. YES  3. INFORMATION NOT AVAILABLE  5. NO  0. NOT REGISTERED OR ELIGIBLE
   REMARKS. .................................................................
   .................................................................

3. R'S REGISTRATION ON NOVEMBER 8, 1960
   1. REGISTERED  2. ELIGIBLE TO VOTE BUT  5. NOT REGISTERED
   NO FORMAL REGISTRATION  NOT ELIGIBLE TO VOTE

3A. R VOTED ON NOVEMBER 8, 1960
   1. YES  3. INFORMATION NOT AVAILABLE  5. NO  0. NOT REGISTERED OR ELIGIBLE
   REMARKS. .................................................................
   .................................................................

4. OTHER ELECTIONS SINCE NOV. 1960 IN WHICH R VOTED
   LIST DATES. .........................................................
   .........................................................

5. MONTH + YEAR OF EARLIEST RECORD  .........................